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Let j) be a prime number. We denote by Ko a finite algebraic
number field, by iL, a Zp-extension of Ko and by Kn the cyclic subexten-
sion of degree pn. Let 25L be the unit group of i C Put Γn = Gal(KJK0)
and Γ = G2L\(KOO/K0). In connection with the Leopoldt conjecture and
Greenberg conjecture, Iwasawa [5] posed the problem of studying the
structure of H\Γ, JEL). Let Sn be the set of prime ideals of Kn ramified
in JL,, and Dn be the p-Sylow subgroup of the ideal class group generated
by the ideals Π>* for peSn, where pσ runs through all different con-
jugates of p over Ko. We consider the inductive limit Zλo of Dn by
means of the natural map. In this paper, we shall give a partial answer,

H\Γ, E») = (QJZ,)**-'*-1

where rp = ess. rankZλo and s0 = #<S0.
While preparing this paper, the author received the preprint by

Iwasawa entitled "On cohomology groups of units for Zp-extensions" in
which he also obtains a similar result. (The paper has since appeared
in [6].)

The author wishes to thank Y. Kida for reading the first draft and
giving valuable advice and suggestion.

1. We define the essential rank for a Zp-module M, which is
denoted by ess. rank ikf, as the dimension of M®ZpQp. For a p-primary
torsion abelian group, we also define the essential rank as that of the
Pontrjagin dual.

LEMMA 1. Let {Mn}n^0 be a family of finite abelian p-groups with
bounded p-ranks. For m > n ^ 0, let φmtn: Mn —• Mm (resp. ψm>n: Mm —• Mn)
be homomorphisms giving rise to an inductive system {Mn, φm>n] (resp.
protective system {Mn, ψm,n}). If the orders of Ker (?>»,») and Coker Ofm,J
are bounded with respect to m and n, then we have ess. rank indlim{Mn,
<PmJ = ess.rank proj lim{Mn, ψmj.

PROOF. Let M* be the dual abelian group of Mn and ψZt7l be the
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dual map induced by ψmtn. Then {MS, ψ*>n} is an inductive system whose
inductive limit is the dual of proj lim Mn. Hence ess. rank ind liπty* MS =
proj \imψMn. Put A = ind lim^ Mn and a = ess. rank A. Let <pn: Λfn —> A
be the canonical map and An be its image. We have pιA = U~=o ί>*An =
(Qp/Zp)

a for some ί and p*Mn/p*Mn Π Ker (<pj = p*yln. Since p*Mn is an
abelian group, it has a subgroup Nn such that # n ̂  p*An. We have
[p ϋf.: 2VJ = [p'JIί,: p'ΛΓ, n Ker(φJ] \p*Mn Π K e r ( ^ ) : 0]/[Nn: 0] ̂  [Ker(yJ: 0].
Since the orders of Ker (φm J are bounded, so are those of Ker(φJ. Let
pΰ = maxre,0 (# Ker (?>•.»)). We have p ί + c M n c JVn. Put

& = ess. rank ind Umψ*pt+CM% ,

which is equal to ess. rank ind lim^*M*. Since pt+cM* = pt+cMn, we have
ί?-rank (pί+cikf*) — p-rank (pt+cMn) ^ p-rank (JVJ ^ α. Hence we have b ̂  α.
We also have α ̂  6. Thus we have a = b. q.e.d.

Let Cn be the p-Sylow subgroup of the ideal class group of Kn. We
define the natural homomorphism im>n: Cn —> Cm by iWfn((α)) = (α) for the ideal
Cί of iΓn, where we denote by (α) the ideal class determined by α. Let
Coo (resp. C) be the inductive limit (resp. the projective limit) with respect
to im>n (resp. the norm map NmfU: Cm —> CJ for m > n. Let 7 be a Zp-
generator of Γ and 7n be the generator of Γn which is the restriction
of 7 onto Kn. Let M be any Γ-module. Let 1 — 7 be the endomorphism
on M such that xι~r = ίc/α?r for a; e M. We denote by M1"7* its image and
by MΓ its kernel. Similarly we define 1 — 7n, Mirr« and Mζn on any Γn-
module Mn.

LEMMA 2. ess. rank Cί = ess. rankCC/C1"7*)-
•ĵ  γ

PROOF. By the exact sequence 1 -> C£* —• Cn — 5 - C^rn -> 1, we have
1 — T

1 -> proj lim C£» -> C • proj lim Ci~rΛ -> 1
1 -> ind lim Cί -> C. — ind lim C ^ -* 1 .

It is obvious that proj lim Cίrΐn = Cι~y and ind lim C£~r* = Ci~r. Then we
have proj lim Cζn — CΓ and ind lim Cnn = Cί. By the fundamental theorem
of Zp-extensions, we see that the p-rank of phC is bounded for a certain
integer 6. Since the orders of Coker (iVm, J are bounded and so are those
of Ker(<£>m>n) by the well known theorem of Iwasawa [4], we have
ess. rank phC = ess. rank phCoo by Lemma 1. Hence we have ess. rank C =
ess. rank Coo. Similarly we have ess. rank C 1 - r = ess. rank Ci~r. By the
definition of ess. rank, we have ess. rank CΓ = dinw CΓ ® Qp = dimQnC(g)
Qp — AimQp Cx~r ® Qp. Hence we have ess. rank CΓ = ess. rank C — ess.
rank C 1 - r . Since we also have ess. rank Cί = ess. rank C^ — ess. rank C£~r,
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we have ess. rankC£ = ess. rank C — ess. rank C 1 - r = ess. rank(C/C1~r).
q.e.d.

2. In the following we denote by Hm{An) (resp. Hm{AO0)) the coho-
mology group Hm(Γn, An) (resp. Hm(Γ, AJ)) for a Γn-module An (resp. Γ-
module A). Let Un be the group of unit ideles of Kn and En be the
group of global units of Kn. Let In be the ideal group of Kn.

LEMMA 3. ( 1 ) H\Un) s I£ /ί>

( 2 ) H\UJEu)~CWin9θ(Co)

PROOF. Let J n be the idele group of Kn. We notice that C7n Kϊ/K* =
UJEn and that (JJKϊ)Γ» = J0-Kϊ/Kϊ. Let CJ (resp. C"w) be the ideal class
group of iζ) (resp. K£) and i: CJ —> C^ be the natural map. We have (1)
and H^UJEJ = C'nn/i(C'o) by the cohomology long exact sequences

l->U0-^J0->IΓ

n»-*H\Un)->H\Jn) = l and

l - (un K: ικιγ« -> ( JJK: y* - σ/ - iΓ( c/n « / « ) -> H\JJKD

= 1

associated to the short exact sequences 1 —• J7n —• J n —> In —• 1 and 1 —>
Un KllKϊ -> J J ^ ί -> C; -> 1, respectively. Since C'/*/i(CΌ) is a p-group,
we h a v e C'n

r"/i(C'o) = CΓ

n*li{Cύ). q.e.d.

REMARK. The isomorphisms in Lemma 3 are compatible with the

inflation maps from Kn to Km for m > n and natural maps Iζn/IQ —> /mm//0

and CWi,o(Co) - CWVo(Co).

We have the exact sequence H\En) ^ Iζ»/IQ^CΓ

n"/int0(C0)-+H\En)
by the cohomology long exact sequence associated to the short exact
sequence l-*En-+Un-+UJEn^>l and by Lemma 3. Let Dή be the ideal
group which is generated by Iζn. We have Image(I£»/.t> —> Cζn/int0(C0)) =
D» i(CΌ)/i(CΌ). Since this group is a p-group, we have D'n i(CΌ)/i(Cf

0) =
Dn'into(CQ)/intQ(Co). Hence we have the exact sequence

- H\UJEn)

We take the inductive limit of this sequence with respect to the inflation
maps and the natural maps induced by iTO>TO. Let Ea* = U*=o En. Let
iooiCo-^ Coo be the canonical map. Since the cohomological dimension of
Γ is 2, we have the exact sequence

( 2 ) 1 -> ZL ijPMiJP*) -> Cί/CίCo) — H2(£;TO)

-* ind lim H 2 ( ^ J -> ind lim H\UJEn) -> 1 .
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3. We compute the inductive limit of H\Un) and H\UJEn). Let
a be the smallest integer n such that every prime ideal of Kn ramified
in Zoo is totally ramified. Let Nn:Un-^U0 be the norm map.

LEMMA 4. indlimH\Un) ^ (Qp/Zp)
8°.

PROOF. Since Γn is cyclic, we have H\Un) = UQ/NnUn. We have
H\Ua) = UlUZ/pdiZ by the semi-local theory. Hence we have H2(Un) ^
UlUZ/pn-a+diZ for n ^ α. Let φm,n:U0/NnUn->U0/NmUm be the inflation
map for m > n. Let {u}n be an element of U0/NnUn which is the
class of ueU0. Then <PmMu}n) = {upm~n}m. We have Image (<pm,J =
Uopm~n'NmUJNmUm. Hence we have Image (φMtU) = U?=iZ/pn-a+diZ. This
shows that φm>n is injective for m>n^a. Hence we have ind lim H\Un) =
(QP/ZP)*°. ' q.e.d.

Let Ln be the p-Hilbert class field of Kn. We denote by L* its
genus of the Galois extension KJK0. Put L* = \Jn=oL%. Let EΛtP be the
completion of En in ΐ[^/PUn^ where ί7n>t, is the unit group of the completion
of Kn at p. Let N^ϋl = Π^N»Un. Let V^U.jN^U^ and T7 =
Eo^'NooUJNooUoo. We have the projective system {F0/Fn TF}^0 with
respect to the canonical maps Vo/ Vn W -» Vo/ Fn W. Let F be its projec-
tive limit.

LEMMA 5. ess. rank F = ess. rank Gal(L*/I/0)

= ess. rank (C/C1'7) + 1 .

PROOF. Since GaKL*/^) = C/C1^, we have the last equality. Let
Hn be the full Hubert class field of Kn and Ht be the genus field in Hn

of the Galois extension KJK0. We have Gal (H*/Ko) = J0/Kϊ -NnUn. Hence
GaHm/H0) = Kϊ-UJKϊ NnUn = UJE0 NMn=V0/Vn W since EOtP NuUn =
EQ NnUn. Since UfaNnUni it is a p-group. Gal(L*/Lo) is canonically
isomorphic to the p-Sylow subgroup of Gal(flϊ/fΓ0) Hence we have
Gal (L*/LQ) = VQ/ Vn W. We have the following commutative diagram for
m > n, with respect to the restriction maps of the Galois group and
the canonical maps V0/Vm-W->V0IVn-W.

Ga\(LZ/L0)=V0/Vm W

I I
Taking the projective limit, we have Gal(L*/L0) =V. q.e.d.

LEMMA 7. ess. rank ind lim H\UJEn) = ess. rank Cί + 1.

PROOF. We have Image (H\Un) -> H2(UJEn)) = U0/NnUn Eo. Let
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Φm,n be the restriction onto U0/NnUnΈ0 of the inflation map from
H\UJEn) to H\UJEm) for m>n. By (2) we have mάlirnφU0/NnUnΈ0 =
indlimH\UJE n ) . Since V0/Vn-W = U0/NnUn E0, we also denote by φm,n

the induced map of φmt7l on V0/Vn-W. Then we have ess. rank ind lim^
U0/Nn Un E0 = ess. rank ind lim Vo/ Vn W. Let {v}n be the element of
VQ/Vn'W generated by the element v e Fo. We have Ker φm,n = {{v}n\ve V09

vpm'ne Vm W}. Since V0/Vn=U0/NnUn = W^ZIvn~a+diZ for n ^ α, we
have F α /F n = (Z/pTO-αZ)8°. Since F Γ ~ α c F n and VJ Vf ~a = (Z/pn-aZ)8Q,
we have Vt~a=Vn. Let {v}neKeτ(φmtΛ). Then we have vpVn~n =upm~n w
for ue Va and ^ e TF. Hence we have (vu~pn~a)pm~n = w. Since {v}n =
{v •%"**—}», we have Ker (?>.,„) = {{v}n|ve Fo, ί;

p""*e W) for n ^ α. This
is the homomorphic image of the torsion subgroup of Vo/W. Hence the
orders of Ker(φ m ,J are bounded. Let Foo = ind lim^ VJ Vn W. We have
by Lemma 1 ess. rank Foo= ess. rank V— ess. rank {CjCι~7) + l. By Lemma
2 we have ess. rankFoo = ess. rank Cί + 1. q.e.d.

4. THEOREM. Let rp = ess. rank D^ and sQ be the number of the
prime ideals of Ko which are ramified in iL>. Then we have

H\Γ, EJ) = (Qp/Z,) o-'p-^ .

PROOF. By (2), we have

ess. rank H\EW) = —ess. rank JDoo info(Co)/inιo(C0) + ess. rank C£/int0(C0)

+ s0 — ess. rank Cί — 1 = s0 — rp — 1 .

Let φn\ H\En) -> iϊ2(jBΌo) be the canonical map. Since H\En) = E0/NnEn,
we denote by {x}n the element of E0/NnEn which is the class of a e Eo.
Let inίn+lfn: E0/NnEn -> E0/Nn+1En+1 be the inflation map. Then we have
?>»({&}») = 9J»+i°in£n+i,» ({«}») = 9»+i({»p}»). Hence ^+1({ί»}n+1)

p = 9>n ({a?},).
This shows that iΓ(£L) is p-divisible. Thus we have Jff2(JE») =
(Qp/Z^ o-^-1. q.e.d.
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